
„I cannot walk through walls‰ 
 
It was about fifteen years ago when we (we, meaning Alpha Video, the company I work for) 
realized that we had outgrown our facility.  The time had come to look for bigger „digs‰.  A 
suitably sized building was found several miles to the west. We relocated to that building, which 
we still occupy today.  Before the move took place, we were given tours of the new facility.  
During the tours we were presented with the tentative floor plans for each of the departments.  
Under normal circumstances, this would have been uneventful and hardly memorable.  But as 
you know, I have a propensity for taking an uneventful situation and transforming it into 
something accidental or catastrophic.  This was one of „those‰ days. 
 
My little tour group was gathered up front where our receptionist and customer service counter 
would eventually be located.  This area features glass walls, glass doors, and glass windows.  
During our tour, a pizza deliveryman burdened with a large number of pizzas approached the 
front glass door.  Trying to be helpful I rushed to meet him at the door to open it.  ThatÊs all fine 
and good except for one tiny flaw in my plan. That flaw? There was a clear plate glass wall 
between the front door and me.  I hit that glass wall with a bang!  Not only was I startled, so was 
my tour group and the poor deliveryman who nearly dropped the pizzas on the ground.   
 
Had that glass wall given way and broken, who knows what could have happened?  Fortunately, 
that wall held firm, my bruises were limited only to my ego and the pizzas were delicious.  My 
second encounter with a wall not only bruised my ego, but also my face.  Let me explain. 
 
Most of the product conventions in our industry, video and audio equipment sales, take place in 
Las Vegas.  A number of us were in attendance at one of these conventions.  In an attempt to be 
thrifty and frugal, it was decided beforehand that we would sleep three persons to a hotel room 
rather than the customary two.  I drew the short straw and ended up with the short rollaway bed.  
It must have been around 2 or 3 in the morning when I had to get up to use the bathroom.  
Considering the fact that this hotel was in Las Vegas with neon lights continually glowing outside, 
our room was still very dark.  Confident that I knew the way to the bathroom I got up and 
proceeded to walk, straight into a wall, face first!  After impact I just stood there and quietly said, 
„Damn, I just hit a wall‰. 
 
My abrupt collision was loud enough to waken my two roommates, George, the co-owner of the 
company and Jay, our Rental Manager.  Jay was laughing hysterically while rolling on his bed.  
He was no help whatsoever.  George saw that my forehead was bleeding.  He „groggily‰ got into 
his pants before heading down to the main desk in search of a bandage.  He returned with a 
huge bandage I think was intended for a knee injury.  In any event, the bleeding stopped, I 
finally made it to the bathroom, Jay calmed downed, and George went back to sleep.  I still laugh 
to this day when I think about what I said to myself after hitting that stupid wall. 
 
Once again, I discovered, quite by accident, that I couldnÊt walk through walls.   Two weeks ago 
I had surgery on my right shoulder to remove cancer.  I had similar surgery three years ago.  The 
cancer had returned larger and deeper than before.  Expanded surgery was required.  The 
doctors are now confident that theyÊve removed it all.  I have 27 stitches using „40 lb test fishing 
line‰ (at least thatÊs what I tell people) securing the wound. 
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Since my surgery and in my haste to get up to do something at home, I rammed my shoulder 
squarely into the doorframe on the wall.  Yes, the shoulder with the 27 stitches.  Not only did I 
do it once, I did it twice!  How stupid is that? 
 
Walls are immoveable objects.  They should be avoided.  There are no good reasons for walking 
into a wall, running into a wall, or ramming into a doorframe on a wall.  Then why did I do it?  I 
didnÊt think, I was in a hurry and I didnÊt look where I was going.   
 
If there is a simple lesson in my „wall‰ stories itÊs this – we need to plan ahead and slow down.  
Why do we hurry?  We hurry because of laziness and poor planning.  I see people running red 
lights in the morning more than any other time of day.  Why is that?  TheyÊre probably late for 
work, late for school, or late for an appointment.  They failed to get up on time to allow enough 
time to get ready to arrive on time.  I see men shaving in their cars while women apply make-up 
in their car mirrors because they didnÊt have enough time at home to get ready.  ThatÊs as stupid 
as hurrying and hitting a wall.  I hope they donÊt hit another car or pedestrian because they were 
lazy and didnÊt plan ahead. 
 
WhatÊs that saying?  „Your failure to plan ahead doesnÊt mean my emergency‰. 
 
Being frantic, running late, and always trying to catch up is a terrible way to live.  IÊm finding it 
much more relaxing to be deliberate, to plan ahead, and not wait until the last minute.  As a 
golfer, it can mean the difference between playing well and playing poorly.  I prefer to arrive at 
the course well ahead of my tee time rather than rushing to get to the tee, out of breath, and 
frazzled.  It makes a difference in how well I play. 
 
Taking an extra second to „think before I do‰ has a calming influence.  IÊm tired of „walking into 
walls‰, literally and figuratively.  I enjoy arriving a bit ahead of time no matter where IÊm going.  
If I have to stop at a yellow light just turning red, itÊs no big deal.  I still have time on my side.  IÊll 
enjoy the music IÊm listening to or the sights around me.   
 
If everyone decided to plan ahead, give themselves enough time, and slow down a bit, what a 
difference that would make.  There would be fewer accidents, less injuries, calmer nerves, and a 
better quality of life.  WouldnÊt you agree?  I cannot walk through walls.  I know you canÊt either.  
What do you say we stop trying?  
 
 


